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Abstract 
Many college students change majors at some point in their undergraduate study. Studies 
have found that students who change their major late in their education are more likely to 
graduate from the institution at which they started than those who switch before their 5th 
semester . At its conception, the purpose of Don 't Panic: A Music Student 's Journey was 
to serve as an informative source for those interested in the Music Therapy Program at 
Utah State University, reflecting on both the requirements and the process through the 
experience of one student. In the time since , the author changed majors , and additional 
intentions were added - to provide an experiential model that could support students who 
may find themselves in a similar position of change and self-discovery. [n order to 
achieve this goal , the author developed a program of music to best embody her emotions 
through the undergraduate experience. A script was then written , detailing the events 
around each song , and a PowerPoint presentation was created to support the music, and 
house narrations of the script. The presentation took place on April 3rd , 2018 . 
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Don't Panic: A Music Therapy Student's Journey 
Introduction and Literature Review 
With the many large , life-alt ering choices that young adults are faced with , it is no 
wonder that the time period between the ages of 18 and 30 has sometimes been termed 
the "decade of decision ." It is a time of self-discovery for mo st - for deciding what they 
want to do with their lives; with whom they want to spend their time ; the pastimes with 
which they will fill their time not spent working . For man y, thi s involves not only making 
large decisions , but also changing their minds once or twice. Though these changes may 
come at the cost of high stress and fear of being perceived as giving up or failin g, they 
often lead to higher life satisfaction and se lf-efficacy, which Bandura ( 1994) defined as 
" people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that 
exercise influence over events that affect their lives. " 
One initial decision involves , after having chosen what route they would like to 
take for postsecondary education , choosing a career path. This deci s ion is complex , 
involving many factors , such as gender , familial influence , learning experiences, career 
interest , and expectations for internal and external outcomes (Bandura et al., 200 I ; Tang 
et al. , 2008). Of all factors studied , one the most commonly influential factors as well as 
the subject of Bandura's stud y wa s perceived career self-efficacy . In this case , the self-
confidence in one ' s ability to be successful and personally satisfied in one or the other 
career. Self-efficacy remains an important life factor after graduation , as it has been 
found to have profound influence on later job satisfaction , and both self-efficacy and job 
satisfaction have been found to effect career-related performance and motivation 
(Canrinus et al. , 2012 ; Caprara et al. , 2006; Cranny et al. , 1993) . 
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Inseparably connected to choosing a career path is deciding what related major to 
declare. This seems to be just as difficult as choosing a career path , likely because of their 
interrelatedness. Germeijs et al. (2006) found indecisiveness , as related to choosing a 
major , to be a notable issue in some high schoolers. This is no wonder when considering 
studies such as one conducted by Edmonds (2012) , which used a Likert scale from 1, 
extremely influential, to 4, not at all influential , to determine the influence a list of 45 
factors may have had on choosing their college major . These factors were sorted into 
three subtypes - practical, interpersonal, and personal. It was found that no subtype was 
significantly above the others in influence , suggesting that the amount of factors in 
choosing a college major is often extremely high . 
Due to all these factors , choosing a major is difficult. However , this choice has 
been found to directly correlate with student self-efficacy and satisfaction (Soria & 
Stebleton , 2013) . Just as self-efficacy and job satisfaction have been found to influence 
career performance and motivation , these factors , in turn , have also been found to have 
direct influence on academic performance . A study conducted at an Australian university 
found that the GP A ' s of students who reported high self-efficacy of academic 
achievement were significantly higher than those of students who reported low self-
efficac y (McKenzie & Schweitzer, 2001). Kim and Lee (2015) found correlations 
between student satisfaction and academic achievement , and state that" ... college and 
curriculum satisfaction affect class attitude and that ultimately , class attitude has a 
decisive effect on academic achievement." 
According to Porter & Umbach (2006) , choosing a college major "can be one of 
the most important decisions a student can make " (p. 429). It is likely somewhat due to 
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this difficulty that there is often an unspoken feeling that once a student has declared his 
or her major , it must remain the same; that changing directions would be giving up. Even 
in the presence of apprehensions, it is estimated that over fifty percent of all college 
students end up switching majors at least once while they are in college (Gordon, 2008) . 
The Education Advisory Board estimates still higher at seventy-five percent (Venit, 
2016). The majority of major changes occur in the first three years of undergraduate 
study (NCES , 20 I 7). There is little research to be found on those who change majors at a 
later time. However , one study done by the Education Advisory Board found that 
students who change their majors after their fifth semester are more likely to graduate 
than those who do not (Venit , 2016) . 
Music therapy is a rapidly growing field. A study done by the American Music 
Therapy Association , or AMT A (20 I I), found that nearly two times more music therapy 
jobs were created in 2010 than in 2009 . The same study also found that one million 
people received music therapy services at more than 2 I ,000 American locations in 2010 , 
and predicted that those numbers would continue to rise. In order to practice music 
therapy, one must complete a bachelor ' s degree at an American Music Therapy 
Association approved college or university program, then sit for the national board 
certification exam to become a board-certified music therapist (MT-BC). Dvorak et al. 
(20 I 7) found that students of music therapy at one of more than 70 AMT A-approved 
programs were attracted to the field because they liked the idea of combining music and 
helping people - bringing two passions together. 
Because it is essentially a combination of two fields - music and therapy - music 
therapy can be a very demanding field. Accredited music therapy programs at American 
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universities are designed to prepare future board-certified music therapists (MT-BCs) to 
be resilient and qualified. While other social health sciences generally require at least a 
Master's degree , music therapy is a Bachelors-level-entry field , meaning that all training , 
field experience , and skills necessary to an MT-BC must be fit into a Bachelors program . 
Dvorak et al. (2017) studied the development a music therapy student must go through in 
undergraduate study . Though all music therapy students who participated had a previous 
personal connection to music, they had to adjust their relationship with music in order to 
keep their passion for it. Growth within the major was found to require a variety of 
balanced experiences in academia , music , clinical work, and interpersonal relationships 
in order for each student to be successful in their program. 
Academic success at the college is generally attributed to truly applying oneself. 
Due to the work required by each college course , students are generally discouraged from 
taking more than 18 credits a semester in order to be successful. At Utah State University 
(USU) , students are not permitted to take more than 18 credits without express written 
authori zation from their academic advisors (USU Registrar ' s Office , 2018). If they 
follow the suggested 4-year plan for the program , music therapy students at USU take an 
average of 15 credits every semester (USU General Catalog , 2018) . Credit hours 
generally correlate with the amount of hours spend in class , for instance , a class that 
meets for an hour on Monday , Wednesday , and Friday would be 3 credits. However , in 
order to help music students fit all credits in, many music core and music therapy courses 
count for fewer credit hours than hours spent in class . This means that, while a music 
therapy student may be taking 15 credit hours , he or she may be in class for several more 
hours . In addition to in-class time , USU ' s Academic Success Center (2018) suggests that 
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students plan to study between 1-3 hours weekly for each credit hour taken every 
semester. All of these hours combine for very demanding music therapy student 
schedules. 
In addition to time spent in classes and studying , practice time is crucial for music 
therapy student success. Students are required to learn voice , piano , and guitar, and to 
choose one as their primary instrument with which they will spend extra time. Some 
students choose a fourth instrument as their primary instrument. Vocal lessons at USU 
require students to practice at least one hour daily, adding up to seven hours of vocal 
practice a week . If this is a student's main instrument, he or she will , ideally , practice at 
least half as many hours on the guitar and piano , adding up to 14 hours of practice every 
week, in addition to the aforementioned hours spent studying and in class. USU's Music 
Therapy Program requires students to take three "Level Exams ," which are proficiency 
tests that escalate in difficulty. For the Level Ill Exam , students are expected to "be 
prepared to sing and accompany her/himself on 60 memorized songs ," all of which "must 
be accompanied on both guitar and piano " and students must "be prepared to transpose 
any of the 3- or 4-chord songs to the following keys: G, A, C, D, E, or another of their 
choosing " (USU Music Therapy Student Handbook, 2017). If a student does not pass a 
Level Exam the first time, he or she is allowed to take the exam once more before being 
removed from the program , as musical proficiency is crucial to success as music 
therapist. A study done by Darrow et al. (200 I) discusses the positive correlation between 
the quality of music therapy students ' musical behaviors and their clinical effectiveness. 
Factors such as accompaniment riddled with mistakes , vague interventions , or unprepared 
verbal processing all have the potential to negatively affect treatment effectiveness, so it 
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is crucial for students to practice and prepare in order to grow musically and 
therapeuticall y. 
Field experience, also termed practicum , happens weekly beg innin g in the 5th 
semester of study , and is fully supervised by a board-certified music therapist. All musi c 
therap y student s must complete 180 hours of clinical field trainin g before graduation, 
which means students must complete more than 40 hours each semester of the ir junior 
and senior years in the program (USU Music Therapy Student Handbook, 2017). This 
time provid es student with opportunitie s to apply their musical abilities and, more 
importantl y, to deve lop the skills and qualiti es necessary for therap y - a therapeutic 
presence . Geller (2013) defines therapeutic pre sence as: 
... bringing one 's whole self into the encoun ter with a client, being completely in 
the moment on a multipli city of levels, physically , emotionally, cogn itively, 
spiritually, and relationally. Presence also involves being grounded in one's self, 
while receptively taking in the verbal and bodily expression of the client 's in the 
moment experience. While this inner receptivity involves therapists' openness to 
the client 's multidim ensional internal world, it also involves openness and contact 
with therapists ' own bodily exper ience in order to access the knowledge, 
professional skill, and wisdom embodied within. Being fully present then allows 
for an attuned responsiveness that is based on a kinesthetic and emot ional sensing 
of the other 's affect and exper ience (p. 210). 
This development of therapeutic presence and the ability to connect with clients is just as 
crucial in music therapy as in any other kind of therapy. Students must be able to 
demon strat e this presence , along with mus ical proficienc y, in order to obtain a supervised 
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6-month internship which is required to complete the Bachelors of Science in Music 
Therapy degree . 
It is apparent , then , that music therapy programs actually require much more than 
just the expressly written requirements. Because of the required musical proficiency, 
amount of credits and coursework, and additional experiences required by music therapy 
programs , few graduate in just four years. USU's Music Therapy Program is effective in 
producing remarkable interns, who are highly prepared to enter the field . That said, the 
difficulty , intensity, and amount of credits and coursework required by USU's program 
can put a lot of pressure on students, and many decide to change to other majors for that 
or other reasons. In 2018, six of the original twelve students who began the program four 
years earlier will graduate in music therapy - a fifty percent retention rate within the 
major. Reasons for leaving the major vary widely, but some contributing struggles that 
the author experienced over the span of a few years include not having been prepared for 
the program (mentally , emotionally and/or musically) , feelings of inadequacy , and 
realizing other dreams. 
In an interview conducted by the author , former USU music therapy student Kylie 
Anderson shares what led her to change her major: 
I was feeling unfit/filled. I began seeing aspects of music therapy that I felt were 
not what I had expected, such as data collection and goals and objectives ... I 
didn 'tfeel like I was helping people (in practicum settings) because I wasn 't 
happy - it 's hard to help someone when you 're not enjoying what you 're doing. 
Anderson goes on to detail the difficulty of her choice to change majors after 5 semesters 
of study, expressing that, "Changing from music therapy was a super difficult choice . For 
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the most part I just felt like I'd gone too far into it to stop. I had worked super hard so it 
was hard to leave that behind." However , later in the interview she shared her current 
feelings in contrast to the way she felt before she decided to change her path: 
I'm part of several bands and get to travel this summer playing music around the 
eastern United States . I fe el way more fulfill ed and happy [now} that I'm focusing 
on what I love! /f eel like I'm living my dream (Appendix E). 
Due to the diverse factors that influence them , making large, life-changing 
decisions can be difficult. Decisions such as choosing a career path and college major can 
be some of the most important choices of an individual ' s life. This can put pressure on 
students to stick with whatever they pick, even though a high percentage of college 
students change majors at least once in their undergraduate study and still graduate 
successfully. Since university music therapy programs must prepare students for a 
demanding field , these programs require considerable time and effort from students. This 
pressure , along with other factors , contributes to a high attrition rate in USU ' s Music 
Therapy Program. 
Project Rationale 
As defined by the American Music Therap y Association, music therapy is the 
"the clinical and evidence-based use of music interventions to accomplish individualized 
goals within a therapeutic relationship by a credentialed professional who has completed 
an approved music therapy program" (AMT A, 2018) . Because music therapy is a fairly 
new field , constant advocacy and education of those who do know what a music therapist 
is are crucial to the credibility and job stability of music therapists everywhere. For 
instance, some would consider an individual decompressing by listening to relaxing 
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music to be music therapy. This is not the case, even though the method may prove 
effective in relieving the individual ' s stress. As stated above, true music therap y can only 
carried out "within a therapeutic relationship by a credentialed professional " who studied 
and completed a nationally-approved music therapy program. 
Utah State University ' s Music Therapy Program is growing rapidly, as is the 
amount of students who audition , but the percentage of students who stay in the major is 
not changing significantly (Sally Peterson, personal communication , January 25, 2018). 
This may be due , in part , to a lack of knowledge about certain program expectations and 
requirements , such as level exams , or regular barrier proficiencies , and the 6-month 
internship that a graduate must complete in order to earn his or her diploma. According to 
this theory , if potential students of the program knew this information , they would be 
more prepared for the program if accepted . 
This capstone project is not a research project , but an informative presentation . 
Through stages of planning and development , and when eventually carried out, the 
project was focused on helping those in the live audience , as well as those who may later 
view the recording of the project, to more fully understand both the field of music therapy 
and the requirements Utah State University's Music Therapy Program. The presentation 
was also designed to be a resource for those considering music therapy as a major and 
those in any stage of life considering changing their current path . 
Method 
Project Goals 
This project was developed with two main goals in mind. First, to increase audience 
members ' understanding of both the field of music therapy and Utah State University ' s 
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Music Therapy Program. The hope with this goal is that audience members who are 
unfamiliar with music therapy will understand the purpose of music therapy better and 
learn more of what music therapists do. This goal was also intended for those audience 
members thinking about going into music therapy , with the hope that each individual 
would understand that USU ' s music therapy program is impressive but not for just 
anyone as it requires much preparation, long hours, and hard musical and clinical work. 
The second overall goal was to help the audience connect their own experiences 
through the author's presented journey. 
Procedure 
Original desired audience perspective. Over the course of fall 2017 and spring 
2018, a SO-minute presentation detailing the author's journey as a music therapy 
student was developed . Before this presentation was developed, the author's 
desired audience perspective involved helping the audience to better understand 
the following: 1) music therapy is a wonderful field , 2) music therapy is likely not 
what they perceive it to be upon hearing the phrase , 3) music therapy is not for 
everyone, nor is there any field that is for everyone, 4) it is not bad to try a major 
and change later - this is not the same as giving up or failure, and 5) no time spent 
learning is wasted. The author's intent was for the audience to understand the 
deep-seated respect and love she has for music therapy as a field, to connect 
personally with the presented autobiographical story, and the understanding the 
author has gained that change is part of growth and improvement. The hope was 
for the audience to walk out with an excitement about education, life, and 
pursuing dreams . 
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Development of program. The presentation was scheduled to take place March 
20th , 2018. The author began program development by choosing songs that 
correlated with important music-therapy-related turning points in the last 7 y ears 
of her life. An original set of 17 songs was decided upon. Once these songs were 
chosen, a script was written detailing the events surrounding each song . 
Each of eight major turning points was associated with a song not already 
included in the set that had deep meaning for the author at that specific point in 
her story (see Appendix D). After the author and committee determined that 
changes needed to be made in the program , four songs were cut from the set, 
leaving a final set of 13 songs , to be performed vocally, some accompanied on 
piano and others on guitar. 
Development of multimedia presentation. 
After finalizing songs, script , and turning points, a PowerPoint presentation was 
developed , using the names of the turning point songs to organize each section , 
with an average of 2 slides per section. Specific lyrics from each turning point 
song were chosen and included on introductory slides for each new turning point. 
The script was recorded in smaller segments and added to the slideshow. Personal 
pictures were added to their corresponding time period , as was additional 
information such as song lyrics, definitions of music therapy terms , explanations 
of expectations and requirements of USU's Music Therapy Program, and 
information about practicum placements that the author received and completed. 
The information presented on each slide after the title was as follows: 
Slide 1 simply showed the title of the presentation. 
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Slides 2 - 4 represented the beginning of the author ' s journey with music 
therapy , and were titled "Ready to Start," after the turning point song for 
that time period. The song lyrics for the first slide of this section were -
My mind is open wide 
And now I'm ready to start 
Your mind surely opened the door 
To step out into the dark 
Now I'm ready 
Also included in this section were a definition of music therapy and 
information about the process of Utah State University Music Therapy 
Program auditions . 
Slides 5 - 7 comprised " Stay Alive ," which was based around the first 
three semesters of the author ' s music therapy journey . The lyrics 
transitioning into this section were -
Dawn is coming 
Open your eyes 
Look into the sun as the new days rise 
There 's a rhythm in rush these days 
Where the lights don 't move and the colors don 't fade 
Also included in this section was a slide detailing the credit hour and 
course load of music majors at Utah State and another explaining the high 
amount of music therapy majors who have taken a leave of absence. 
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Slides 8 - 11, or "Save Me," consisted of the fourth semester in the 
journey and began with the lyrics -
Running through all the options 
And the endings 
Were rolling out in front of me 
But I couldn't choose a thread to begin 
Included in this section was a lyric analysis referenced in the narration, the 
definition of USU Music Therapy level exams, and the requirements for 
level exams. 
Slide 12, "Still ," represented semester five and used the lyrics -
It 's only change 
Only everything I know 
Even the things that seem still 
Are still changing 
No additional information was presented on the slide - all was included in 
the attached narration and a picture from that time. 
Slides 13 - 16, "Against the Current," comprised semesters 6 and 7 and 
included the lyrics -
If you want to swim along the current 
Then act and speak the way we do 
You may be untrue 
But if you 'd rather be us 
Then why be you 
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This section marked the beginning of field experiences , and included a 
description of the author ' s first field experience at Sunshine Terrace, as 
well as second field experience at Sound Beginnings. An explanation of 
hello and goodbye songs was given , as well as a definition a common 
technique used in music therapy called the iso-principle. 
Slides 17 - 18, "Walk ," represented semester eight and used the lyrics -
I think I found my place 
Can't you feel it growing stronger ? 
Little conquerors 
Included in this section was information on the author ' s third field 
experience, Youthtrack-Utah. 
Slides 19 - 20, "After the Storm ," included semester nine and the lyrics -
And after the storm, 
I run and run as the rains come 
And I look up, I look up, 
On my knees and out of luck, 
I look up 
Additional information in this section consisted of information about the 
author ' s fourth and final field experience , the transitional care unit at 
Logan Regional hospital , as well as information about the six-month 
internship that graduates of music therapy programs are required to 
complete before receiving a degree . 
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Slide 21, "This Side ," comprised the author ' s current stage of life , post-
music-therapy, and included the lyrics -
It's foreign on this side 
But it feels like I'm home again 
There 's no place to hide 
But I don 't think I'm scared 
This section did not include any additional information. 
For the full slideshow presentation, see appendix G . 
Music preparation. The author approached musical preparation for this capstone 
project much one would approach the preparation for a musical recital. Each song 
was practiced often enough to learn by heart. A special focus was made in the last 
week leading up to the presentation to put real feeling into each song , in order to 
better help the audience connect with and relat e to the presentation. This involved 
an effort to break free of previously performance anxiety and any fear of audience 
judg ement to reach the full effect of deep performer vulnerability . 
Performance timeline changes. On February 27th, 2018 , a full run-through of 
the program with the author performing songs and reading the narration aloud was 
completed. After a less-than-succ essful run-through and a second meeting on 
March 13th, author and committee alike agreed that changes needed to be made to 
both the program and to the scheduled date . The presentation was postponed until 
April 3rd , 2018 . 
Presentation of program. The finished presentation included 13 songs and a 
slideshow with personal pictures , additional information about music therap y and 
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Utah State University's Music Therapy Program , and narrations of the written 
script. The presentation took place on the 3rd of April , 2018 at 7:30 PM . After 
some technical difficulties , the program started at about 7:40 PM . The room was 
set up with a grand piano , two acoustic guitars, and a chair, positioned to allow 
the author to smoothly transition from each instrument (see appendix F for 
layout) . The presentation was then performed in the order listed on the program 
(see appendix B). A recording of the presentation can be found in Appendix G. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Even with some technical difficulties, the actual presentation of the program was carried 
out successfully. The author was able to truly feel the intended conveyed emotions , 
adding effectiveness in the delivery of each song . In this way , the 50-minute program 
served as a final processing of thoughts and feelings about the author's time as a music 
therapy student , and was personally a very satisfying and meaningful experience. 
The author ' s journey closely followed the process described in the literature 
review . The narration details choosing a career path and college major , as well as the 
more specific decision to choose music therapy, and the later decision to change from 
music therapy to general music. Reasons for the switch included struggling with musical 
proficiency in accompaniment, developing a negative relationship with music where love 
and passion had once been present , and having difficulty finding more than one desired 
target population. This was coupled with an overall change in goal - generally working to 
help teenagers became the more important end-goal rather than the previous desire to 
help populations specifically as a music therapist. 
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Throughout research, it was found that, though most pick a career path prior to 
graduation , often before picking a major , many college graduates do not end up working 
in a career that matches their college major. However , regardless of what an individual's 
career ends up being as related to college major , marketable skills can be found in any 
education - a skillset that will be helpful in whatever field a college graduate ends up in 
(Keyes , 20 IO; Plumer , 2013) . This was the author ' s experience with education . Though 9 
of IO semesters in undergraduate study were spent in the music therapy program , the 
lessons and skills learned have been determined to also be applicable in the route now 
being pursued. No time spent learning is or was wasted. 
Recommendations 
Based on conclusions drawn from both the entire journey and the isolated process of 
creating and presenting this project , it is the author's recommendation that students 
interested in music therapy do some personal research before auditioning for a music 
therapy program. It would be helpful if accredited music therapy programs had 
information readily available , perhaps on a fact sheet of some kind , that included 
information such as descriptions of level exams and penalties for not passing them, as 
well as information about the required six-month internship . It would also be helpful to 
require first- and second-year music therapy students at Utah State to observe more field 
experience sessions , as seeing music therapy in action is much different than just learning 
about philosophies and practices in the classroom. 
In a more general sense, it is also recommended that a similar project could be 
beneficial to students of any major , as the author's processing of the personal 
undergraduate journey has contributed to self-understanding and stronger certainty of 
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future plans. It follows that a reflection on the educational journey that they have behind 
them could also be helpful to others as they get ready to graduate . 
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Capstone is the perfect word to describe the way I feel about this project. It started 
as little more than the idea of using a recital to inform interested parties about the field of 
music therapy , and specificall y Utah State ' s Music Therapy Program. By the time of the 
actual recital , it had developed into something so much more personal and vulnerable , 
and it means much more to me than any other assignment or project I have ever 
completed. It drew from my 9 semesters as a music therapy major in a way that helped 
me to reflect on and process years of thoughts and emotions regarding c lasses , 
coursework , field experiences , and interpersonal relationships . In some ways, this project 
allowed me the opportunity to personally practice the therapeutic proce ss and apply the 
theories , approaches , and philosophie s of music therapy that J learned over my time as a 
music therapy student. 
As I mentioned , this project began as an informative recital. When I began the 
early development process , I was a music therapy student , albeit one who did not feel 
completely passionate or excited about becoming a music therapist. In order to practice , 
a graduate of music therapy must complete and pass a six-month internship as well as 
take and pass a board exam to become a board-certified music therapist (MT-BC). My 
plans through most of fall 2017 included applying to internships with at-risk adolescents , 
finishing my Bachelors of Science in Music Therapy , completing my internship , which is 
required to officially receive the degree , and then deciding whether or not I wanted to 
truly pursue a career in music therapy . Through a lot of self-discovery that was given in 
more detail in my recital , I determined that I did not want to pursue the field further . 
Having made that decision , I realized that completing an internship would be a waste of 
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my time and the time of my supervisor, and that would be a better idea to change my 
major with the intent of going to graduate school for something closer to what l truly 
wanted to do . Monday of finals week, December 2017, I officially switched my degree to 
a Bachelor of Arts in Music. This changed parts of the original focus of the project. 
Funny enough, some of the reasons that I changed my major ended up being one 
of the biggest struggles of getting ready for the performance. Probably the biggest 
connection was my struggle with accompanying myself while singing on the piano or 
guitar. I really wanted to incorporate these because of the growth that I have seen in 
myself in that area. When I came to Utah State, I could barely play the guitar, and I 
needed sheet music to play the piano. Since beginning my music therapy study, I have 
grown leaps and bounds in my understanding of music theory, comfort with playing the 
guitar, and success in playing while I sing. When I originally presented the full program 
to my BA capstone committee , the main feedback I received was that any feeling I sang 
with when only singing was lost when I accompanied myself. This resulted in switching a 
few guitar-accompanied songs to be piano-accompanied , asking my accompanist to 
accompany me on all except one of the piano-accompanied songs, and completely 
eliminating a few songs. While I was disappointed by these changes at first, they allowed 
me to connect much better with my audience in the actual performance. 
The process of putting together , planning , and presenting this recital has been an 
unparalleled growing experience. I was forced to confront memories , some happy , others 
heavy, and process old and current emotions. I had to choose to be extremely vulnerable, 
through my narration as well as my singing, in order to achieve my goal of facilitating a 
connection with the audience and any potential music therapy students who may watch 
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the recording of my presentation. Because I changed my major in the midst of everything, 
I had to reevaluate as well as adjust my trajectory towards my goals and dreams. This 
process and my capstone process occurred simultaneously, and the two are inseparably 
intertwined . The success of both processes was due in part to my correspondence and 
frequent meetings with Professor Letha Winger , my mentor. She helped provide the 
perfect space for me to talk through my thoughts and concerns , offering her wisdom, 
advice, and opinions on both processes. 
I felt that the presentation itself was an absolute success. Students interested in 
USU ' s Music Therapy Program voiced that they were able to more fully understand what 
would be required of them. Students who are currently in the Music Therapy Program 
said that they were able to more fully understand why the author and so many other 
students ultimately decide that music therapy is not the path for them. Former students of 
the program verbalized gratitude for the opportunity they were given to personally relate 
with the program according to their own experience. Other students who had changed 
majors at some point had similar sentiments , as did many other audience members who 
had experienced other life changes that they really struggled with. All audience members 
I spoke with after the program had something to say about the connection that he or she 
was able to feel with me and my story , and many who had not previously known much 
about music therapy mentioned a greater understanding of and appreciation for music 
therapy as a field. All of the feedback and praise I received after the presentation were 
incredibly validating , and I really feel that I can be proud of my final product. 
While l was able to gain a lot from my capstone project personally , my overall 
goal for the presentation was to gear it toward potential future students of the Music 
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Therapy Program , and help them to better understand what would be expected and 
required with them. My own experience in the program involved figuring a lot of the 
requirements out along the way , and I always wished that I had known about them up 
front. As I mentioned earlier, students interested in the program did say that they more 
fully understood what would be required of them in the program. The aim with the 
recording of the performance is that potential music therapy students will be able to 
continue to access and watch it and thus be more prepared for USU ' s program, hopefully 
leading to less attrition in the program . 
As this capstone project was also in partial fulfillment of the requirements for my 
Bachelor of Arts , I should make it clear that I did much more for Honors . Had I only been 
doing the BA capstone , I would have simplified the program and just done more of a 
recital with background explanations for each song. I would have gone without the 
extensive work on a slideshow , extra song clips , and lengthy narrations . In addition , all 
research and the entire written product were done exclusively for the Honors capstone. 
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Appendix A 
Script of narration 
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Comprehensive Outline 
RED INDICATES THAT A CLICK IS NEEDED FOR NEW SLIDE , PICTURE, AUD IO, 
ETC. 
I. READY TO ST ART (senior year of high school, freshman year) 
A. Slide 1 - Title slide 
1. INTRO - "Don't Panic" by Coldplay (guitar) 
B. Slide 2 - Ready to Start 
a) Song clip 
*Narration* What do you want to be when you grow up? It was my senior year in high 
school , and I'd had so many ideas , but nothing that really spoke to me. *picture of 
choir* With years of piano lessons , voice lessons , choirs, and other singing experience 
behind me, I thought about doing music , but "oh, maybe I could double major or do it as 
a minor " because psssh' I wasn 't going to try to make it as a musician ... Maybe English? 
Journalism? I enjoyed writing, and English was my best subject ... I had dabbled in art 
and graphic design - maybe that? No ... They were hobbies , and besides , I wasn 't that 
great ... I guess I could teach? But what? I could try choral education ... But would I be 
passionate about it? Would I love it? What did I really want to achieve? What dreams did 
I have? 
When I truly searched my soul, all that was clear is that I wanted to help people . I 
wanted to make a difference in the lives of others . That year I took AP Psychology. I was 
hooked! It was the first time I had ever read a textbook because I wanted to and not 
because I had to. I looked into career options with a psychology degree - bleak. In order 
to become a psychiatrist I'd have to go to med school , but my uneasiness around blood 
and needles would make that difficult . To be able to become a "real," credentialed 
therapist I would need at least a Master 's degree , ideally a PhD, but I wasn 't sure I 
wanted to spend that much time in school without being able to really work in my chosen 
field until near the end. 
C. *Slide 3 - Ready to Start 
*Narration* Fall of that year I came to USU campus for a tour, and ended up talking to 
some music advisors about the music degrees offered here. "Music therapy? I've never 
heard of that. What is if? " 
*music therapy definition* 
With every word they spoke I was more sure this was it. Music therapy. This is what I 
had been looking for. Auditions in February? Voice, piano , and guitar? I'll be fine. It's 
months away. 
I chose my pieces - a classical-style folk song for voice. A difficult , syncopated popular 
radio ballad for piano .. . A simple folk song for the guitar. Scarborough Fair! Simple ... 
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Not' I had gotten a guitar a few years prior and never really done much with it. 
Scarborough Fair "only " had four chords, so surely it couldn 't be that difficult , but ... I 
struggled! It was the first real song I had ever learned on the guitar . I cut out as many 
chords as I could, so it sounded something like this: 
D. *Slide 4 - Ready to Start 
1. Scarborough Fair (guitar) 
The day of the audition came and, despite getting lost on the way to campus , I made it 
and completed my audition . About a month and a half later I received word that I was in! 
*pie of "I'm /n l"* My dream was about to become a reality! 
II. STAY ALIVE (Before Mission) 
A. *Slide 5 - Stay Alive 
a) *Song clip 
*Narration* The first year was very difficult . First of all, I was THOROUGHLY unprepared 
for college classes, and had not anticipated the stresses of such classes as aural skills 
and music theory (mostly aural skills) . I started to realize that I didn 't have any real 
concept of what music therapy was, and I had to really get out of my comfort zone - on 
one of the very first days of class, Or. Hearns informed our Introduction to Music 
Therapy class that we were to write a rap that could be used in a setting with at-risk 
youth , and then we were going to take turns performing them for the class. I was 
mortified! I had never written a rap! I didn 't know what I was doing' In addition to school 
being difficult , I had never lived away from home before . Though I was making new 
friends, I missed having my best friends close and it was a pretty dark time. I turned to 
music exploration to distract me from my stress and sadness and gained a greater love 
for recorded music . Though I had previously enjoyed it, Co/dp/ay's "Don 't Panic " became 
my favorite song - my favorite coping mechanism . I would listen to it on repeat for hours 
on end and just heal. *pie of singing* I sometimes also found solace - or at least 
entertainment - in school projects . For instance, I received an assignment for Aural Skills 
that I may have enjoyed a little too much. 
B. *Slide 6 - Stay Alive 
1. "Gymnopedie No. 1" by Satie for Aural Skills (vocal) 
*Narration* Luckily I was able to make it through Aural Skills and other such difficult core 
music classes . I became gradually less overwhelmed with all my life changes and 
started to grow more as a musician personally. For instance , over the next year my love 
for the guitar grew and grew. *pie of guitars* I took the Music Therapy Ensemble course 
and really enjoyed playing the guitar as part of my final group project in that class . By the 
fall semester of my sophomore year, I was playing and teaching myself songs from 
online tabs for fun. This coincided with a music exploration phase that consisted mostly 
of singer/songwriter music , which included a lot of acoustic guitar, and I really latched 
onto a couple of them. *pie of Staves* This next song is by the Staves, a favorite band 
that I saw the summer before that fall semester . I learned the song and played it often, 
excited to feel like I was finally able to comfortably accompany myself when singing . 
2. "Mexico" by The Staves (guita r) 
C. *Slide 7 - Save Me 
a) *Song clip 
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2. "I'll Go Where You Want Me To Go" (vocal) 
*Narration* That same fall , another aspect of my life took an unexpected turn . The age at 
which I could serve a mission for the LOS church was lowered - I had planned to serve 
at 21, which would have been two years down the road . All of a sudden I had the 
opportunity to leave much sooner than I had thought I could , and, after some personal 
deliberation , I decided to take a leave of absence and go. *pie of missionary tag* In 
March 2013 I left to the Belgium/Netherlands mission , where I was able to serve and 
helped many people from many different backgrounds. While I didn 't have a lot of 
opportunity to keep up with my music , I was still able to serve others musically through 
singing hymns and other inspirational music for and sometimes with them . *pie of me 
and windmill* Through these opportunities I had some of the most poignant spiritual 
experiences I had ever had with music , usually because of being able to connect with 
others. This heightened my excitement to return to my coursework and become a music 
therapist! 
Ill. SAVE ME (postmission, failing levels) 
A. *Slide 8- Save Me 
a) *Song clip 
*Narration* When I came home from my mission , I struggled for a while to figure out how 
to combine regular life with the lessons and goodness I had learned while serving. The 
experiences I had during those 18 months shaped , and continue to shape , the person I 
am today and the person I will become. I didn 't want to go back to being the same 
person I had been before I left , but it also wasn 't possible to stay the person I had been 
on my mission , since my focuses were different . To top it all off, I had to catch up 
musically. The progress I had made on the guitar seemed to have been completely lost -
"Mexico " was the only song I could remember how to play. My first semester back at 
school was rough - I cou/dn 't remember a lot of what I had learned before my mission , 
and had to work diligently to catch up with my peers in all of my music courses . *pie of 
methods class* Within music therapy , I was in my methods and materials class , now 
called treatment 2, in which we had to do a final project that involved planning a group 
session with a few other students . My group chose to plan ours for adolescent girls with 
eating disorders . At this point , we had learned the basics about interventions . Because 
of my love for recorded music , I chose to lead a lyric analysis intervention and 
immediately had the BEST idea for what song to use . Now , as you listen to this song 
and read the lyrics , imagine how you might feel as an adolescent girl with an eating 
disorder if a therapist used it in a group session. 
B. *Slide 9 - Save Me (More Beautiful You) 
1. Lyric analysis fail - "More Beautiful You" by Jonny Diaz 
(recording) 
*Narration* It didn 't take long for the entire room to feel it - my carefully prepared 
intervention crashed and burned as instructors and students alike felt the heavy , dark 
place the song could take those girls to. At one point the lyrics even talk about how she 
will "starve [herself] to play the part ." We discussed it as a class and Professor Winger 
and Or. Hearns explained that while it could potentially work , it would take a highly-
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experienced therapist to help bring them out of the emotional pit I had just brought them 
to. 
C. *Slide 10 - Save Me (levels info) 
*Narration* In the weeks afterward , I practiced up for a levels exam ... And I failed. I 
made a mistake and then got so nervous that I couldn 't even recall anything I had 
practiced . I hadn 't even considered failing - others didn 't fail ... Was I an awful musician? 
Where did my newfound performance anxiety come from? 
D. *Slide 11 - Save Me (levels requirements) 
1. Lost?" by Coldplay (piano) 
IV. STILL (regrouping and reflecting) 
A. *Slide 12 - Still 
a) *Song clip 
*Narration* So, with my plan no longer an option, I had to start over. I moved home for 
the summer and got a job in Salt Lake. *pie of Lagoon* That fall/ took a couple on/ine 
courses and came up to campus once a week for group piano lessons with Professor 
Winger, and for voice lessons . I really focused on my voice. I allowed myself to love 
singing new styles . Annnd ... I moved forward with hope and faith that it would work out 
for the best . 
2. "Poor Wayfaring Stranger" (vocal) 
V. AGAINST THE CURRENT (Sunshine Terrace and SB - behind and out of 
place) 
A. *Slide 13 - Against the Current 
a) *Song clip 
B. *Slide 14 - FE 1 
*Narration* Receiving my first practicum placement at Sunshine Terrace marked a new 
chapter in my music therapy journey. *pie of ST disappear* I don't think i truly 
understood what music therapy was until I started to lead sessions every week. Though I 
love the elderly , it didn't take me long to realize that I didn 't want to work with them. .. I 
started to doubt .. . Did I really want this for myself? Our hello song embodies what I said 
over and over in my head. 
C. *Slide 15 - sess ion structure 
1. "The More We Get Together' (guitar) 
In interlude : Working with this population was neat in that it was obvious that music 
therapy worked for them. They were anxious at the beginning of the session and calm at 
the end. We used the iso-principle to achieve this - meeting them where they were and 
bringing them down. I felt that the more I came and the more I worked with clients, the 
more I would feel like I belonged. So I pushed forward! 
D. *Slide 16 - FE 2 
*Narration* When I received my placement at Sound Beginnings that fall, I was beyond 
excited. I love children' *pie of SB disappears* And how neat to use music to work with 
the hearing impaired?! I quickly realized that early childhood was not my niche either . 
Though the kids gradually began to meet goals, progress seemed so much slower than 
the immediate results I'd seen at Sunshine Terrace. Without this weekly reassurance 
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that the preparation my practicum partner and I were doing meant something , I became 
frustrated and anxious about my growing insecurity in my chosen field. 
At this point ... I started to really question my choice to pursue music therapy at all. I was 
quickly losing my passion for music . It became an obligation. I had high levels of anxiety 
every week before sessions , and I couldn 't help but wonder why I wasn 't loving it. I felt 
like I was trying to force a square peg into a round hole. Talking to other students often 
made me feel worse, because so many of them seemed to love what they were doing ... 
But I figured that I just hadn 't found the right population yet and pushed on. 
VI. WALK (Youthtrack) 
A. *Slide 17 - Walk 
a) *Song clip 
B. *Slide 18 - FE 3 
After being a youth camp counselor the previous summer, I had hoped for a placement 
with teenagers , but I will admit that when I received my placement at Youthtrack it was 
hard to fight off thoughts of the stigma that follows sex offenders. *p ie of YT disappears * 
As I got to know the boys, it quickly became apparent that they were just kids who had 
made awful mistakes . They had incredible potential! In addition to becoming less 
prejudiced , I grew a lot musically that semester , though I didn 't start out well - the first 
song I ever played for the boys was a complete mess and I had to recover from that. 
Accompaniment , when riddled with mistakes , can be so distracting to the message and 
goal of a song in a session! Fortunately I was able to work a lot on guitar 
accompaniment that semester . I also had the opportunity to learn how to successfully 
facilitate a lyric analysis . Songs like "Brave" by Sara Bareilles sparked discussions about 
coping and processing emotion in healthy ways. 
1. "Brave" by Sara Bareilles (vocal) 
*Narration* At the end of the semester I was feeling okay about things again. I still 
worried constantly about sessions , but I felt much more confident in many of my 
therapeutic skills, leading sessions , and using the guitar, and I had found a population 
that I LOVED working with - teenagers! 
VII. AFTER THE STORM (FE 4 and turning point) 
A. *Slide 19 - After the Storm 
a) *Song clip 
B. *Slide 20 - FE 4 
For my last practicum placement , I was placed on the Behavioral Health Unit at Logan 
Regional Hospital . After assessing my accompaniment skills, my supervisor felt that a 
placement on the Transitional Care Unit, or TCU, would be less intense and more 
appropriate for me. It was on the TCU that I first personally encountered potential clients 
who were skeptical of music therapy - we were often turned down by people on the unit. 
*pie of LRH disappears* Those who accepted services had often never heard of music 
therapy and just saw it as entertainment , so advocating for the field had to be a common 
occurrence. 
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Through this semester I experienced some difficult personal issues and struggled to 
musically prog ress as quickly as I should in order to be ready for an internship. I became 
more and more frustrated with myself and more and more unsure of how I should 
continue . Somewhere along the way I had lost sight of some of my dreams and much of 
my passion for music . However , as my semester progressed , I found comfort in the 
support of family, friends, teachers, and even the kindness of strangers . 
1. "Support" original song (guitar) 
C. *Slide 21 - Support Lyrics 
*Narration * It was through the support of my supervisor that I finally confronted an idea 
that had lived in the back of my mind for a long time - maybe music therapy was not 
what I wanted to do with my life. She helped me to realize that changing majors wasn 't 
giving up, just changing direction . It was not an easy decision , but after careful 
deliberation and soul-searching , I decided to change my major . One of the most difficult 
parts of this decision was telling Professor Winger and Dr. Hearns, both of whom had 
helped me through countless bumps in the road - I had grown to really respect and care 
for them. Though I made the decision that felt best, I was afraid of letting them down. 
This fear was relieved when, after I tearfully related my feelings and decision , one of 
them remarked , "Doesn 't it just feel like coming home? " 
1. "You Will Be Found" from Dear Evan Hansen (vocal) 
VIII. THIS SIDE 
A. *Slide 22 - This Side 
a) *Song clip 
SPOKEN: So, after 9 semesters of being a music therapy major - 4. 5 years - I changed 
my course, with the support of so many around me. I felt found. I came to terms with the 
fact that it was okay to love music therapy from the outside. And I do. 
In the months since the change , I've found myself . I've rediscovered my love for music . I 
know that it can change behavior, as well as hearts and lives . I've rediscovered old 
dreams, and made plans to achieve new ones, too. I will graduate with a Bachelor of 
Arts in Music . I have short-term plans to be a summer camp counselor again and to 
teach English in Asia later this year . I have long-term dreams of teaching LOS seminary , 
getting a Master 's of Social work, and working with at-risk youth - just a different path 
toward my dream of helping people . The odds that my plans and dreams will pan out my 
way are not high, but I've learned that there is no growth in the comfort zone . I believe in 
pursuing dreams, and not giving up on them. I believe in constant growth and self-
discovery - in staying on the up and up. *pie of Kira with Old Main* 
b) *"Up & Up" by Coldplay (minus track) 





Oh, all that I know, 
theres nothing here 




to lean on. 
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Mom and dad for fostering a love of mu sic in me from the beginn ing : 
sing ing through the hou se; forced piano lessons; paying for voice 
lessons; suppo rt ing my decision to become a music major. r-or 
sup porting and loving me in countless other ways. 
Professor Letha Winger-, music therapy clinical training di recto r and my 
project mentor , for unce asing support and pat ience, even (maybe 
especially!) after I changed my major. !=or her time, unde rstanding the 
organized chaos of my mind, believing I could achieve my lofty goa ls, 
and always knowing what to say. 
Qr. Maureen Heams•. director of the mu sic therapy prog ram. for all her 
help, belief in me, and all she taught me over my t im e in the progr am . 
r-or the t im e and input she dedicated to helping this project happen . 
Dr. Cory Evans•. director of USU choirs. for t ime and input he gave to 
help thi s project !=or his cont agiou s love of music and the oppo rtunity to 
be part of the incredible University Chambe r Singers for the past 2 years. 
Kealey Bladen for sharing her talent s, and to her and Kaitlin Rodgers for 
their ti m e and preparation. 
Allen Matthews. dire ctor of the Logan Insti tu te Singers. for helping me 
truly understand wh at it means to deeply feel a piece of mu sic, and for 
showing genuine care and concern for me and all of his other student s. 
Venicia Wilson . Trish Tate. Mindy Pack. and Dave Stroud for seeing 
potential in my voice and not allowin g me to settle for less. 
Karen Carter, my supervi sor at Logan Regional Hospital, for her hon esty, 
and helpi ng me realize that changing paths can be a good thing . 
My friends and family especiall y those who have Influenced or stoked my 
passion for music - my grandparents and siblings, choi r friends through 
the years. Tyler Ely, Minden Pevey, Andrew Sheridan, Matt Dean, Mitc l1 
Pric and those who have suppo rted me in many other ways- My 
siblings; roomm ates over the years; classmates; mission friend s; friends 
and supervisors in the music therapy program . 
The Caine College of the Arts Music Department especially Ors. Tirn 
Chenette. Sara Bakker, and Kevin Olson for awake nin g my love for mu sic 
theory and aural skills - I never kn ew l1ow applicab le they co uld be! 
This projec t is In pa tt ia/ ful fillme nt of the requirements for the Major in Music. 
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Bones, sinking like stones, 
Fmaj7 
All that we fought for, 
Am C 
Homes, places we've grown, 
Fmaj7 
All of us are done for. 
[Chorus] 
Dm Dm6 
And we live in a beautiful world, 
G 
Yeah we do, yeah we do, 
Dm Dm6 Fmaj7 
We live in a beautiful world, 
[Verse] 
Am C . 
Bones, sinking like stones, 
Fmaj7 
All that we fought for, 
Am C 
Homes, places we've grown, 
Fmaj7 




Oh, all that I know, 
Fmaj7 
There's nothing here to run from, 
Am 
Am C Fmaj7 
Cos yeah, everybody here's got somebody to lean on. 
Scarborough Fair 
Traditional English Ballad 
[Verse 1) 
Am G Am 
Are you going to Scarborough Fair 
C Am CD Am 
Parsley sage rosemary and thyme 
Am C G/B Am G 
Remember me to one who lives there 
Am G Am 
She once was a true love of mine 
[Verse 2) 
Am G Am 
Tell her to make me a cambric shirt 
C Am CD Am 
Parsley sage rosemary and thyme 
Am C G/B Am G 
Without no seams nor nee-ee-dle work 
Am G Am 
Then she'll be a true love of mine 
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Resolutely J. = 48-58 
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1. It may 
2. Per haps 
3. There's sure 
0 - ver the storm 
Je sus would have 
earth's har - vest fields 
... 
bat tie's front 
paths of sin 
life's short day 
~ I .. 
- -· ~ - ...Jo ~ - -
But if, by 
0 Sav - ior, 
So trust - ing 
... 
"" -· ~ -· -~ 
I . 
not be on the moun 
to - day there are lov 
ly some - where a low 
-
- y sea, It may 
me speak; There may 
so wide Where I 
My Lord will have need 
Some wan - d'rer whom I 
For Je - SUS, the Cru 
,..,---....__ 
I 
~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ --  r 
a still, small voice 

















ci - fied. 
~ 
I ~ 
• --- -.. 
he calls To 
my guide, Tho 
my all to thy ten - der care, And 
... ,.,,...--..,.., ... , - , -,_ ~ ,_ - ~ - ·-- - ... - ~ ~ 
I I 
paths that do not know, 
dark and rug - ged the way, 
know - ing thou lov est me, -.... 
hand in thine: I'll go where 
mes sage sweet: I'll say what 
heart sin - cere: I'll be what 
I'll go where you want me 
moun - tain or plain or sea; 
~ 
I'll an - swer, dear Lord, with my 
My voice shall ech - 0 the 



















0 - ver 
I'll say what you want me to 
say, dear Lord; I'll be what you want me to be. 
\!I 
Text: Mary Brown, 1856- 1918 
Music: Carrie E. Rounsefell, 1861- 1930 
1 Nephi 3:7 
Doctrine and Covenants 4:2 
Transcribed by 




Lost Guy Berryman, Chris Martin, 
Jon Buckland, Will Champion 
does-n't mean I'm lo - s - t; 
st-o- p. Does-n'tmeanl'ma - cr-o -ss . 
Just be-cause I'm hurt- ing, does-n't mean f'm hu-r- t. 
2 
16 
Does-n't mean I did - n't g - e - t wh-at I de- ser_ ved, no bet - ter and no 
19 
I just got lost! Eve-ry riv - er that I 
23 
eve-ry door ev-er tried was locked. Oh - oh andl'.m 
2 7 
-just wait-ing till the shine wears off._ 
3 
31 
in a lit - tie po-n- d. Does-n't mean you've 
35 
w-o- n, cause a-long will co-me a big-ger o-n- e. And you'll be 
39 
Eve-ry riv-er that you try to cross , eve-ry 
43 
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I'm go - mg there, no more to roam. 
She said she' d meet me when I C me. 
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, p ten. Slowly 
-----ing o - ver home. ________ _ 
Slowly 
p 
The More We Get Together 
Traditional 
I V I 
The more we get together, together, together, 
I V I 
The more we get together, the happier we'll be. 
V I 
For your friends are my friends, 
V I 
And my friends are your friends. 
I I V 
The more we get together, the happier we'll be 
Brave 
Jack Antonoff and Sara Bareilles 
3 
You can be the out cast_ or be the back- lash_ of some-bod-y 's lack of love, 
5 
Noth-ing's gon-na hurt you_the way that 






'neath your skin, _ 
Some - times the 
kept on the in - side, 
shad - ow 
and no 
-wins._ 
what would hap - pen if you 




19 To Coda♦ 
H on- est- ly. I wan-na see you be bra ve_ ... see you I 
F 
22 
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just wan-n a see you ._ I wan-n a see you be br ave 
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Don't run_ srop hold-ing your 
33 
cage where you 
35 
show me 
May-be there's a way 
May - be one of these 
D.S. al Coda 
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And_ since your_ 
Did you think it 
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an -y-thing but emp-ty Why don't you tell them the truth? 
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Up&Up 
Chris Martin, Jonny Buckland, 
Guy Berryman, & Will Champion 
Fixing up a car to drive in it again 
Searching for the water hoping for the 
rain 
Up and up, up and up 
Down upon the canvas, 
Working meal to meal 
Waiting for a chance 
to pick your orange field 
Up and up, up and up 
See a pearl form, a diamond in the rough 
See a bird soaring high above the flood 
It's in your blood, it's in your blood 
Underneath the storm 
an umbrella is saying 
Sitting with the poison 
takes away the pain 
Up and up, up and up it's saying 
CHORUS: 
We're going to get it 
get it together right now 
Going to get it 
get it together somehow 
Going to get it 
get it together and flower 
We're going to get it 
get it together I know 
Going to get it 
get it together and flow 
Going to get it get it together and go 
Up and up and up 
Lying in the gutter, aiming for the moon 
Trying to empty out 
the ocean with a spoon 
Up and up, up and up 
How come people suffer? 
How come people part? 
How come people struggle 
How come people break your heart 
break your heart? 
Yes I want to grow yes I want to feel 
Yes I want to know 
Show me how to heal it up 
heal it up 
See the forest there in every seed 
Angels in the marble waiting to be freed 
just need love just need love 
When the going is rough saying 
CHORUS 
And you can say what is, or fight for it 
Close your mind or take a risk 
You can say it's m ine and clench your fist 
Or see each sunrise as a gift 
CHORUS x 3 
Fixing up a car to drive in it again 
When you're in pain 
When you think you've had enough 
Don't ever give up 
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Recordings 
Butler , W., Butler, W., Chassagne, R., Gara, J., Kingsbury , T., & Parry, R.R. (2010). 
Ready to start [Recorded by Arcade Fire]. On The suburbs [mp3]. Durham , North 
Carolina: Merge Records . 
De Backer, W. (2012). Save me [Recorded by Gotye]. On Making mirrors [mp3]. 
Merricks, Australia: Eleven: A Music Company. 
Diaz , J., & York, K. (2011). More beautiful you. On More beautifitl you [mp3]. 
Brentwood, Tennessee: INO Records . 
Folds, B. (2006). Still. On supersunnysp eedgrap hic, the Ip [mp3]. New York City, 
New York: Epic Records . 
Gonzalez, J. (2013). Stay alive. On The secret life of Walter Mitty sound track 
[mp3]. Los Angeles, California: Twentieth Century Fox. 
Groh!, D. (2011). Walk [Recorded by Foo Fighters]. On Wasting Light [mp3]. 
New York City, New York: RCA Records . 
Hsiao , M. (2011). Against the current [Record ed by Mree]. On Grow [mp3]. Self-
produced. 
Mumford & Sons. (2009). After the storm. On Sigh no more [mp3]. London, 
England : Glassnote Records . 
Watkins , S. (2002). This side [Recorded by Nickel Creek]. On This side [mp3]. 
Nashville, Tennessee: Sugar Hill Records. 
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Interview with Kylie Anderson, 18 April 2018 
Kira: What do you play? What is your musical background? 
KA: I play the mandolin and the guitar, most of my musical experience is in bluegrass 
music. 
Kira: What led you to music therapy origina lly? Would you have picked anything else 
at first? 
KA: Originally music therapy was appealing because !felt it was a way to combine my 
love for music and my love of helping people. I thought it was the most logical 
thing to do, and I felt pretty passionate about it. I figured it'd be a great career 
with good job stability. I never really thought of making a career out of bluegrass, 
so i didn't really ever consider focusing on that (I figured I needed some 
academic path first). 
Kira: How long were you a music therapy major? 
KA: I was a music therapy major for 5 semesters. 
Kira: What factors led yo u to change yo ur major? How difficult was this decision? 
KA: I was feeling unji1lfilled. I began seeing aspects of music therapy that I felt were 
not what I had expected (such as data collection and goals and objectives - I felt 
the genuinity was lost through all of the protocol). I didn 'tfeelfi1lfilled musically 
because bluegrass music was rarely involved in the music therapy, and didntfeel 
like I was helping people (in practicum settings) because I wasn 't happy. .. it's 
hard to help someone when you 're not eryoying what you 're doing. Changing 
from music therapy was a super difficult choice. For the most part I just felt like 
I'd gone too far into it to stop. I had worked super hard so it was hard to leave 
that behind. 
Kira: What are you doing now? How do you feel now versus your time in the major? 
KA: I'm in the Bluegrass , Old Time, and Country Music Studies program at East 
Tennessee State University. I'm part of several bands and get to travel this 
summer playing music around the eastern united states. I feel way more fi1lfilled 
and happy that I'm focusing on what I love! !feel like I'm living my dream. 
Kira: How do you feel about music therapy from the outside? 
KA: I think music therapy is very valuable and I have a lot of respect for it, it's 
just not for me. There are plenty of people who love it and jive with it and I think 
it's great. I'm just happy to have found a different path for now. 
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Recording of Performance 
PowerPoint Presentation with Narrations and Song Clips 
See attached DVD 
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